
 

 
 

 

 

  

The Joey room is showing growing independence as the children are now scraping their own 

bowls into our sustainability buckets, and they are wiping their own faces. Through some 

practice and role modelling the children now know that they scrape their bowls when their 

tummies are full, and that they need to wipe their faces before they go and play. The children 

are really enjoying doing things for themselves! We practice independence skills through our 

daily routine and this is one of our ongoing goals in the Joey room.  

 

The children have continued to enjoy playing outside as some of the familiar elements in our 

outdoor environment have changed. Our sand doesn’t feel like soft sand anymore, instead it 

feels cold and wet, the tanbark feels sticky, and our grass feels damp. The children have enjoyed 

helping educators build castles with the wet sand in the sandpit and they have enjoyed filling 

buckets up with scoopers. We re-arranged our obstacle course which found the Joeys puzzled. 

Our climbing equipment is more complex and they were drawn to it straight away! 

 

We had a special guest visit the Joey and Possum room and she went by the name of Adore-a-

bubble. 

The Joey room followed Adore-a-bubble as she set off on a great adventure outside of her small 

town. Out in the big wide world, Adore-a-bubble made incredibubble discoveries and realises 

that she had her very own unique superpower! On her journey, Adore-a-bubble excitedly 

explored many different kinds of bubbles including ladybug bubbles, trampoline bubbles, 

volcano bubbles, rainbow bubbles and even bubble snow. After the show the children got to 

play with Adore-a-bubble as she made some of the biggest bubbles you have ever seen! The 

children ran around the yard letting out exciting screams as they popped these HUMUNGOUS 

bubbles! Its safe to say the children’s favourite word for July was “Bubble”.  That’s all for now! 

Bring on a busy August! 

 

Links to the National Quality Standards Quality Area 1 Program and Practice and TRCC Philosophy. 
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